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Today’s Agenda
• Administrative Announcements

• Introduction to Project 1

• Discussion of PROPS Dataset

• Troubleshooting
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Administrative Announcements
• Project 1 is released

• Autograder roster updated

• Gradescope roster updated

• Slight revision to quiz policy 
• Quizzes to be open all morning on quiz days until start of lecture
• 7:00AM EST until 3:00PM EST W
• ill be announced again via email
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Project 1—Introduction
• Objective
• Gain experience building a machine learning pipeline to train 

and evaluate image classification models

• You will implement three image classifiers
1. K-Nearest Neighbors
2. Linear Softmax
3. Linear SVM
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Project 1—Logistics
• Instructions and code available on the website
• Here: deeprob.org/projects/project1/

• Uses Python, PyTorch and Google Colab

• Autograder won’t be online until this weekend
• It will be announced once online

• Due Thursday, January 26th 11:59 PM EST
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http://deeprob.org/projects/project1/


Project 1—Instructions
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Project 1—Dataset
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10 classes

32x32 RGB images

50k training images (5k per class)

10k test images (1k per class)

Chen et al., “ProgressLabeller: Visual Data Stream Annotation 
for Training Object-Centric 3D Perception”, IROS, 2022.

Progress Robot Object Perception Samples Dataset



Project 1—Setup & Preprocessing
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Project 1—Setup & Preprocessing
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Verify size of 
train, test set



Project 1—Dataset Visualization
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Project 1—Dataset
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10 classes

32x32 RGB images

50k training images (5k per class)

10k test images (1k per class)

Chen et al., “ProgressLabeller: Visual Data Stream Annotation 
for Training Object-Centric 3D Perception”, IROS, 2022.

Progress Robot Object Perception Samples Dataset



Project 1—Dataset
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10 classes

32x32 RGB images

50k training images (5k per class)

10k test images (1k per class)

Chen et al., “ProgressLabeller: Visual Data Stream Annotation 
for Training Object-Centric 3D Perception”, IROS, 2022.

Progress Robot Object Perception Samples Dataset

What is the source of this data?



Labeling a Dataset
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Chen et al., “ProgressLabeller: Visual Data Stream Annotation 
for Training Object-Centric 3D Perception”, IROS, 2022.



Labeling a Dataset
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Chen et al., “ProgressLabeller: Visual Data Stream Annotation 
for Training Object-Centric 3D Perception”, IROS, 2022.

Human 
Annotator



Labeling a Dataset
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Chen et al., “ProgressLabeller: Visual Data Stream Annotation 
for Training Object-Centric 3D Perception”, IROS, 2022. Labels are expensive!



Labeling a Dataset
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Chen et al., “ProgressLabeller: Visual Data Stream Annotation 
for Training Object-Centric 3D Perception”, IROS, 2022.

Human 
Annotators

Labels are expensive!



ProgressLabeller—A Tool to Annotate 3D Objects 
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ProgressLabeller: Visual Data Stream Annotation for Training
Object-Centric 3D Perception

Xiaotong Chen Huijie Zhang Zeren Yu Stanley Lewis Odest Chadwicke Jenkins

Abstract— Visual perception tasks often require vast amounts
of labelled data, including 3D poses and image space segmen-
tation masks. The process of creating such training data sets
can prove difficult or time-intensive to scale up to efficacy for
general use. Consider the task of pose estimation for rigid ob-
jects. Deep neural network based approaches have shown good
performance when trained on large, public datasets. However,
adapting these networks for other novel objects, or fine-tuning
existing models for different environments, requires significant
time investment to generate newly labelled instances. Towards
this end, we propose ProgressLabeller as a method for more
efficiently generating large amounts of 6D pose training data
from color images sequences for custom scenes in a scalable
manner. ProgressLabeller is intended to also support trans-
parent or translucent objects, for which the previous methods
based on depth dense reconstruction will fail. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of ProgressLabeller by rapidly create a dataset
of over 1M samples with which we fine-tune a state-of-the-
art pose estimation network in order to markedly improve
the downstream robotic grasp success rates. Progresslabeller
is open-source at https://github.com/huijieZH/ProgressLabeller

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual perception tasks often require vast amounts of
labelled data due to their use of deep neural networks. Such
deep neural networks have outperformed traditional methods
in object pose estimation [1], [2], [3] when trained on public
large-scale datasets [4], [5], [6]. However, considering the
practice of deploying such systems in real-world robotics
applications, such as semantic grasping and manipulation,
current pose estimation systems can prove the difficulty of
adaptation to different objects and settings without retraining
with a customized large-scale dataset.

In particular, our need for training data is a result of object
labels for pose estimation being defined to specific 3D object
models (both geometry shape and texture). Learned models
cannot be fine-tuned to transfer to similar object instances
without additional training data. Recent work has made
advances in category-level or unseen pose estimation [7],
[8]. However, the objects included only cover a small set and
there is no evidence showing the estimated pose is reliable
enough for robotic manipulation. Further, the estimation re-
sults of deep neural networks are often vulnerable to environ-
mental changes [9], including different lighting conditions,
occlusions and object’s special appearance like transparent
or reflective surfaces. Synthetic data generation with domain
randomization and photo-realistic rendering [10], [11] could

⇤X. Chen, H. Zhang, Z. Yu, S. Lewis and O. C. Jenkins are with
the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, and
Robotics Institute at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
USA [cxt|huijiezh|yuzeren|stanlew|ocj] @umich.edu

Digital Object Identifier (DOI): see top of this page.

Fig. 1: The ProgressLabeller offers an interactive GUI for aligning
all kinds of objects in the 3D scene to generate large-scale datasets
with ground truth pose labels. The left image shows the rough
6D pose estimates from one state-of-the-art RGB-D deep models
trained on public YCB dataset, and the right images shows fine-
tuned pose estimates from the same model after retraining using
generated data from ProgressLabeller. The pose estimates are then
used for robotic grasping experiments.

improve generalizability, but it is still challenging to simulate
real-world lighting as well as the noise inherent in the sensor
modality. We show in the experiment that the network trained
using real data is still over-performing synthetic data.

To address the problem of adaptation for deep pose
estimation systems and their application to robotic manip-
ulation, we propose ProgressLabeller as a method and
implementation for creating large customized datasets more
efficiently. Inspired by LabelFusion [12], ProgressLabeller
collects training data of objects in situ in a mixed-initiative
manner, similar in spirit to work by Gouravajhala et al. [13].
It takes visual streams of color images that observe objects
in a physical environment as input. Objects in this stream
only need to be labelled once by a human user through
visual annotation. ProgressLabeller builds on recent advances
in Structure-from-Motion [14] and visual SLAM [15] to
produce both a 3D reconstruction and camera pose along the
trajectory of the collected visual stream, where the annotated
object labels can be propagated to all frames.

Compared to depth-based fusion methods, the color
feature-based pipeline of ProgressLabeller suffers less noisy
or invalid readings than that from depth sensing. Further,
the use of color by ProgressLabeller allows it to include
objects that are transparent and reflective [16] into the pose
estimation process, as long as there exists textures from
other objects or background. From an interface perspective,
our implementation of ProgressLabeller aims to provide a
more interactive design geared for users performing labeling
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Reduces the time needed to generate labels 
for object classification, pose, segmentation

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.00283


ProgressLabeller—A Tool to Annotate 3D Objects 
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Human 
Annotator

Idea: 
1. Record video of scene

2. Human labels object pose in selected frames

3. Pose labels propagate to (large number     
    of) remaining frames



ProgressLabeller—A Tool to Annotate 3D Objects 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnahM0Z6A0U


ProgressLabeller—A Tool to Annotate 3D Objects 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnahM0Z6A0U
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